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TOPAQ® TACTILE PRESSURE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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TOPAQ® TACTILE PRESSURE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
From gaskets to flanges, bolted joint analysis to machine calibration, the unmatched
TOPAQ® TACTILE PRESSURE ANALYSIS SYSTEM has proven itself to engineers the world over.

“

This product has allowed
us to identify the actual
pressure at given locations,
low pressure areas, and
potential open seal
locations. This has enabled
us to take corrective
actions to improve our
packaging operation
at Becton Dickinson.

”

“

We are enthusiastic
about using the
TOPAQ® system as a
new analytical tool.
This takes our press
profiling to the next level.

“
”

PATRICIA CALE,
ROGERS CORPORATION

The TOPAQ® system is
a very simple package
that allows infinite
analysis of the pressure
indicating film. It has been
a very useful tool to
monitor the amount
of pressure applied to
our products. TOPAQ® has
helped us to advance
to the next level of
excellence.

”

ANIL SODHI,

THOMAS JOUGHIN,

BECTON DICKINSON

PILKINGTON NORTH AMERICA

Specifications:
Optical Resolution:
Imaging Area:
Weight:
Power Consumption:
Interface:
Scan Speed:
AC Line Voltage:
Light Source:

150 DPI
24 in. x 60 in. (61 cm x 152 cm)
36 lb (16.3 Kg)
40 Wh (4.2 Wh on Stand By)
USB
1.67 in/sec*
100-250 VAC
LED

LEARN how Topaq® has helped companies from Boeing to
Intel improve quality in the manufacturing process and
increase production yields by calling 800.755.2201
(or 973.884.1755 from outside the USA) for a free
product demonstration.
TACTILE PRESSURE EXPERTS

* The scan rate is proportional across the full range of resolutions sup-

ported by the scanner. Actual scan times will depend on the host system
performance. Quoted top speeds may be limited by the effective bandwidth
of the USB2 or ethernet i/f and are not guaranteed for all media types.
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